
WONDERLAND

Logline: A workplace comedy that follows a young, Black, stoner 
employee as she learns the cutthroat side of a family-friendly 
business.



ACT ONE

FADE IN:

EXT. WONDERLAND PARK - PARKING LOT - DAY 

The unforgiving Florida sun bears down on an '03 TOYOTA RAV4. 
GINA MCBRIDE, 22, good looking in a Gabrielle Union in Bring 
It On kinda way, a little prissy, a little edgy, lays in the 
back seat puffing a joint.  

EXT. WONDERLAND PARK - EMPLOYEE ENTRANCE - CONTINUOUS

She pulls a mangled ID badge from her purse. Smoothing out 
the plastic sleeve, a smiling Gina nods to TAREK, 25, a buff 
security guard. He feigns annoyance, a weak attempt at 
masking his attraction. 

GINA
Morning, officer. Taser any kids 
today?

TAREK
That "kid" was an 18 year old thief. 

Gina rolls her eyes and swipes the badge at the turnstile.

GINA
Whatever helps you sleep on the job.

TAREK
Treat yourself to a vape pen, McBride. 
You smell like 'Lil Wayne's tour bus. 

GINA
If the snow birds start tipping I'll 
buy one for us both.

She saunters through the turnstile. Tarek rakes his eyes 
across her backside until she disappears into the crowd.  

EXT. WONDERLAND AMUSEMENT PARK - MAIN ENTRANCE - CONTINUOUS

Gina looks out over the park, a glorified parking lot 
decorated in an enchanted swamp "theme". 

TOURIST DAD (O.S.)
Hey, park guide! 

TOURIST DAD, 40s, a portly man in a Confederate flag t-shirt 
waves her over.  



TOURIST DAD (CONT’D)
Take our picture.

A FAMILY, decked out in matching Confederate flag T-shirts, 
beams and waves from behind him. 

GINA
No problem, Sir. 

From the POV of the camera we see Gina's aiming at the 
family's feet.

GINA (CONT’D)
On the count of three, everybody say 
‘Black Lives Matter’!

The camera flashes. Tourist Dad frowns.

TOURIST DAD
I want to speak to your manager.

INT. WONDERLAND - GOUDA’S OFFICE - LATER

GOUDA LEGRANGE, 35, Southern, boisterous, and sunburned, 
props his feet on a desk and leans back “casually”.

GOUDA
This is your final warning. Guests 
don't want to hear about politics.

Gina stares back at him through glassy eyes. 

GINA
I was talking about the K-Pop group 
Black Lives Matter, not the movement. 

GOUDA
How did I mistake that sharp wit as a 
sign that you're quick on your feet?

GINA
You should see me on my back.

GOUDA
That is not corporate language. 
Remember, when it comes to park 
guests, employees must always be--

GINA
(interrupting)

--turning a blind eye to racism? 
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GOUDA
(correcting her)

“Always be entertaining.”

GINA
That's exactly what I'm here for. 

FLASHBACK: THREE WEEK EARLIER

EXT. WONDERLAND PARK - PROMENADE - DAY

Gina speaks into a microphone before an enraptured AUDIENCE.

GINA
This next song is a rap inspired by my 
feelings about the popularity of the 
musical Hamilton.

Reveal the microphone is attached to a KARAOKE MACHINE. 

GINA (CONT’D)
(rapping)

Is rapping over a beat/talking about 
Britain's defeat/Really worth all the 
hype-- 

Gouda emerges from the audience and jumps on top of the 
Karaoke machine. The audience boos. 

GOUDA
Gina! This is your final warning. 

BACK TO SCENE

GINA
You could've let me keep the tips.

GOUDA
That mouth of yours has become the 
bane of my existence!

GINA
Ha. Bane. Dark Knight. Dope movie.

Gouda can’t help himself. He laughs. 

GOUDA
This is your final warning. I mean it.

FLASHBACK: TWO DAYS EARLIER
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INT./EXT. GINA'S TOYOTA RAV4 - DAY

Gina leans back in the drivers seat smoking a joint. A FINGER 
taps on the windshield. She looks up to see an angry Gouda. 

GINA
Technically, I'm not on park property.

GOUDA
This is your final warning.

BACK TO SCENE

GOUDA
Shape up or you’re out of a job.

GINA
How dare you body shame me. 

GOUDA
I'm not falling for that again. 

GINA
Give me one more chance to prove 
myself. I promise you won't regret it. 

GOUDA
Fine. I'm throwing you one last bone. 

GINA
Thanks, boss. I promise from now on no 
more joints. 

(under breath)
Edibles only.

She stands to leave.

GOUDA
That's not it. I don't trust you so 
now you're Lopez's problem. 

INT. WONDERLAND PARK - LOCKER ROOM - LATER

AMY LOPEZ, 25, Latina, sweet face, stands over Gina.

AMY
I got way better things to be doing 
with my time than showing some Moesha 
wannabe how to act right.

GINA
That dated reference was meant to be 
shade but, jokes on you, I live for 
Brandy Norwood.
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Gina swings opens the door of her locker spilling the 
contents onto the floor.  A book lands on top of the pile.

AMY
(reading book cover)

Wonder-less Land: a Look at America’s 
Worst Theme Park? 

Amy waves the book in Gina's face.

AMY (CONT’D)
This is not corporate approved.

GINA
Is reading a no-no because it 
intimidates the toothless patrons?

Gina snatches the book and stuffs it into the locker. 

AMY
Guide Tip #1: Never trash the 
clientele.  

(then)
Any freaky stuff in there?

GINA
Just my vibrator. 

AMY
Ew, not the locker. In the book. 

GINA
I haven't read it yet. 

(then)
What freaky stuff?

AMY
You know, like, in 1970 something, 
Wonderland was ratchet. People died on 
rides, one guide was a serial killer, 
a giant alligator lived in the lagoon.

GINA
(laughing)

If any of that were true I would have 
read it on Tumblr by now.

Amy leans in close. Too close.

AMY
Corporate covered it up. When they 
took over, the park got spit shine.
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